SMU RESEARCH magazine is in its second year. The first volume was well received and has helped open a window on research being conducted at Southern Methodist University. This volume introduces 10 faculty members and describes their achievements.

It also provides a glimpse of graduate student research by describing the work of one student from each program in various departments.

SMU offers graduate research programs only in certain disciplines. Of the six schools-Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, Meadows School of the Arts, the School of Engineering and Applied Science, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, the School of Law, and Perkins School of Theology - the last three are primarily professional schools. Doctoral programs are concentrated in the sciences, social sciences, and engineering. In the humanities, the doctorate is offered in religious studies and the Master’s degree in art history, English, and history. Also at the Master’s level are programs in the fine arts and communication arts. Despite the limited number of doctoral programs, most faculty members actively conduct research at SMU. The following pages provide ample evidence of their productivity.

A high point of 1994 was the $10 million gift to SMU from William C. Clements Jr., former SMU trustee and Texas governor, to establish a Ph.D. program in history and a Center for Southwest Studies. This gift recognizes the faculty strength in that department.

SMU Research will be distributed to alumni and friends who value research in the university. They have supported faculty and student research over the years. On behalf of the University, I extend our appreciation for their generosity and look forward to their continued support in the future.

U. Narayan Bhat

Dean, Research and Graduate Studies
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DISCOVERING THE MYSTERIES OF AGING IN THE FRUIT FLY

Experiments on genetically engineered fruit flies have led two SMU biology professors to discover what they believe is a fundamental cause of aging.
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MONITORING TERRORS IN THE NUCLEAR AGE

Through his research in seismology, Geology Professor Eugene T. Herrin has placed SMU on the map of world politics in an era of peace after the breakup of the Soviet Union.

TEACHING THE LANGUAGE OF DANCE

 sols of the Arts, Dance Chair Jill Beck is teaching students how to read and write dance.

OBSERVING THE REGULATORS

Foreign companies interested in offering their securities for sale in the United States increasingly are seeking guidance from American securities law experts such as Marc Steinberg.
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Throughout the history of dance, its language largely has been unwritten. Initiation was the traditional way to teach and learn it. Jill Beck, 20-year head of the Dance Division in Meadows School of the Arts, envisions dance education differently. At SMU, she is returning to the basics by teaching her students how to read and write dance.

Beck is helping to revolutionize dance instruction by using a system of symbols called Labanotation. The system enables choreographers, dancers, and teachers to record in precise terms the body's movement, direction, timing, dynamics, levels of action, placement, and rhythm. With Labanotation, dance finally has a written language that is accurate and comprehensive, Beck says.

"Labanotation can accelerate dance learning. My hope is that 10 years from now, we will have not only skilled, but literate dancers."

Like music notation, Labanotation consists of a staff and symbols. The staff is read vertically, from bottom up. The symbols convey their meaning through their length, shape, shading, and place in the staff.

The implications of Labanotation are immense for dancers, choreographers, critics, and dance historians, Beck says. "Choreographers will be able to write their dance scores. Dances will be reproduced as they were conceived, rather than as they are remembered by dancers."

"Dancers will be able to read choreography and develop a performance interpretation," she adds. "They discover dance in the choreographer's own hand, rather than through a director's interpretation. The combined physical and intellectual understanding of technique should make them better performing artists."

And on the practical side, dancers and directors will not have to spend as much time in rehearsal, making the production more economical.

Beck offered the first Labanotation class at SMU in the fall semester. Using support from her students and colleagues, she hopes to create a library of notated dances that can serve as a resource for colleges and universities nationwide. With a grant from the Office of the Provost, she has begun notation work on Michele Fokine's 1910 ballet "Carnaval."

To gain perspective on the early 20th-century choreographer's technique, Beck pores over written records and photographs, watches videotape recordings of the ballet's performance, and interviews dancers who performed with Fokine. She hopes to stage it at SMU, just as she did with Nijinsky's "Après-Midi d'un Faune" in 1989 with the Juilliard Dance Ensemble.

Under another grant from the Department of Education, Beck is directing an SMU project for Texas schools that will use the dance styles of different countries to teach social studies.

"Dancing is a technique of doing -- a physical discipline," Beck says. "Labanotation has made dance an intellectual discipline as well. It has opened avenues for research and scholarship that strengthens dance's rightful place in a university."

Beck also advocates the use of instructional technology in teaching dance. With Dennis Bowers and Robert Beck in the Meadows School, she is creating a multimedia interface that combines video, graphics, audio, text, and interactive capabilities to enhance the learning experience.

"This is the future," Beck says. "Because Labanotation provides a written record of dance, it will enable us to study classical dances and dances from different countries. It also will allow us to record previously unrecorded dances. Its possibilities are endless."

Before joining SMU in 1993, Beck was chair of Connecticut College's Department of Dance, a member of The Juilliard School's faculty, and a consultant to The Hartford Ballet. She has co-directed numerous projects on dance history curriculum and has received grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Connecticut Council on the Arts, The National Endowment for the Humanities, and Connecticut Humanities Council.

Beck's recent staging and choreography credits include Off-Broadway productions of "Love's Labour Lost" and "Death and the Maiden." She holds a doctorate in theater history and criticism from The City University of New York (CUNY); Master's degrees from CUNY and McGill University; and a Bachelor of Arts degree from Clark University.
A thin expression says, “If life gives you lemons, make lemonade,” and Zeynep Çelik-Butler has incorporated that philosophy into her research. She is finding ways to use one of electronics technology’s most annoying problems—low-frequency noise—to provide important data about the performance of solid-state electronic devices.

Working under a three-year grant from the National Science Foundation, Çelik-Butler is measuring low-frequency noise in the devices’ metallization—the thin metal lines on a printed circuit board that conduct electricity to its components. Over time, failures occur in these boards because of electromigration, or the shifting of the metal layer’s component atoms caused by electrical current.

“You don’t want a device to fail or to have a problem that a device will last 10 years,” says Çelik-Butler, associate professor of electrical engineering in the School of Engineering and Applied Science. “But at the same time, you can’t actually operate it in a lab for 10 years just to be positive.” Her research demonstrates that the amount of noise produced in a device corresponds to the amount of electromigration taking place—meaning that the noise measurement can be used to predict the devices’ reliability. That data also may be used to determine which materials provide the greatest reliability in electronic devices.

Çelik-Butler’s research in the measurement and characterization of electronic noise can be traced to her graduate studies at the University of Rochester, New York. As a predoctoral fellow in programs sponsored by IBM and Eastman Kodak, she wrote her Ph.D. dissertation on low-frequency noise in semiconductor devices she has written or co-written more than 40 journal articles and conference papers since 1985.

After joining SEAS as an assistant professor in 1987, Çelik-Butler established herself through her research. In 1990 she was named the first recipient of the J. Lindsay Embrey Trustee Professor in Electrical Engineering. That three-year professorship and corresponding one in mechanical engineering were endowed by Dallas civil engineer Embrey (’45, ’47) to support junior- and senior-level faculty members who have demonstrated outstanding potential in teaching and research.

Çelik-Butler also maintains a long-standing interest in electronic imaging technology. As an undergraduate at Bogazici University in Istanbul, she wrote her Bachelor’s thesis on the design and implementation of a video motion detection system. At SMU, she is participating in research to help create a new generation of infrared imaging devices.

Infrared-detection research has been supported by the U.S. Army’s night-vision projects, which have produced such high-solution infrared cameras as those used during the Persian Gulf War. But with the recent decline in defense-related orders, the companies that developed the technology are hoping to convert to commercial use.

Çelik-Butler’s research, which she is conducting with her husband, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering Donald Butler, is geared toward making infrared technology affordable for consumer applications. Some U.S. auto manufacturers are interested in installing night-vision devices in their high-end luxury cars, an idea that brings the cost issue into sharp focus. For such a venture to be successful, the biggest factor will be the price of the finished product. Simply put, “you cannot build a $20,000 camera and put it in a $50,000 car,” Çelik-Butler says.

Most state-of-the-art infrared cameras require cooling.

“...and when I say cooling, I don’t mean down to 0 degrees Celsius,” Çelik-Butler says. “I mean real cooling—to the temperature of liquid nitrogen—to 77 Kelvin. And that’s costly.” To eliminate that expense, the researchers are trying to find reliable materials that work at room temperature and still are sensitive enough to do the job. The Butlers’ calculations show that infrared devices built around thermal-detector, or bolometric, substances could achieve a level of sensitivity within striking distance of the ultra-sensitive photon detectors currently in military use.

Unlike photon detectors, which isolate an electrical image of the object in view, bolometric detectors “sense the temperature of what they’re staring at,” she says. “And because infrared is basically heat anyway, [these materials] can map out quite effectively.”

It will be at least a decade, however, before these new-generation infrared cameras hit the consumer marketplace, Çelik-Butler says. Some promising thermal-detection materials are incompatible with the silicon technology used to process the electronic signals, and research into overcoming those difficulties has just begun. But when the technology does arrive, she says, “it should be inexpensive, reproducible, and it should work well.”

Zeynep Çelik-Butler
By Kathleen Tibbetts
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Clarifying the Theology of Paul

by Lori Johnson

Christians relying on the Bible for easy answers to social conflicts should not look to Victor Furnish for support. Furnish, University Distinguished Professor of New Testament at Perkins School of Theology, has spent 35 years studying theology and ethics of the New Testament, and more particularly the letters and thoughts of Paul. Through his scholarship, he has concluded that those who accept the Bible as Scripture can find within it much wisdom and guidance for living in today's world, but cannot find specific answers for every modern situation.

"The New Testament and Paul are about what it means to be a Christian, and that is what endures. But what biblical writers identify as specific Christian actions constantly must undergo reassessment and sometimes revision," he says.

A prime example of such reassessment — and one for which Furnish's perspective as a biblical scholar often has been sought — is the issue of homosexuality and the Judeo-Christian response to it. For the past 20 years, he has been one of the most prominent voices arguing that churches and society need to reconsider and revise their pronouncements about homosexuality. Furnish believes that based on the current body of knowledge about sexual orientation, people of faith should no longer issue wholesale condemnations of homosexual practice.

Those who disagree with Furnish often cite Bible verses that condemn homosexuality, others might be tempted to find contradictory passages to refute them. But Furnish compares such reactions with using the Bible as a munitions dump, as both sides search for scriptural "missiles" to hurl at those with whom they disagree.

"I have argued that the specific moral teachings of the Bible are so particular to their own times and places — that they are so profoundly culturally conditioned — that they must not be ripped out of that context and simply applied to our own," Furnish says. "Our own times require our own cultural understanding of homosexuality and this applies to any other question of social ethics that you want to mention, from international relationships to family life."

Furnish calls this the "Law of Diminishing Relevancy," although his students have dubbed it "Furnish's Law." The idea is that the more specifically appropriate or relevant something is to one situation, the less relevant it is to others. For example, Paul's advice to the Christians of Rome is about paying their taxes to the government and his appeal to a Christian slave-owner on behalf of one of his slaves addresses the economic and social institutions of the early Roman Empire, and neither can be applied directly to life in late 20th-century America.

Furnish hardly rejects the Bible as the basis for Christian and Jewish moral life, however. "What is distinctive and enduring about the Bible for Christians and Jews is the understanding of God and human existence. That is what nurtures and shapes the identities of the believing communities," he says.

Furnish has been studying the works of Paul since he was a doctoral student at Yale University. He believes the apostle's letters reveal that Paul's understanding of how Christians should live out their faith in the world was shaped by the central theological idea that we live our lives out of the unconditional grace of God. This contrasts with the conception, once widely held, that Paul's emphasis on the unconditional love of God removed any conceivable theological basis for morally responsible conduct.

"Paul believed that to live with God's grace requires living out God's grace in our lives in concrete ways," Furnish says.

Furnish is writing a book on the theology of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians and is editing a 20-volume Bible commentary series for Abingdon Press. He served as president of the Society of Biblical Literature in 1993. His presidential address, which was published in the Journal of Biblical Literature, was titled "On Putting Paul in His Place." In August he received the Alumni Award for Faculty Excellence and the 1993-94 University Scholar/Teacher of the Year Award, which was established by the Division of Higher Education of the United Methodist Church. •
The project combines the use of seismic principles with the technology of high-speed computers and satellite data transmission. Its purpose relates to the sometimes shaky but perennial hope for an end to the buildup of nuclear arms.

Since 1981 SMU has operated a seismic station near Lajitas to support research at its Institute for Study of Earth and Man (ISEM) on campus. Now the station houses a sophisticated monitoring system that alerts scientists to the possibility of underground nuclear weapons testing anywhere in the world.

Artificially intelligent computers enable the monitoring system to distinguish between seismic activity caused by an underground nuclear detonation and that which is caused by other sources such as earthquakes. The system mimics the way trained seismologists decide the importance and meaning of even the most subtle of seismic signals - but faster and at a lower cost.

The system's computers automatically analyze the ground motion caused by nuclear explosions, or other seismic events, recorded by earthquake-sensing devices called seismometers that are capable of detecting motions smaller than atoms. The computer isolates ground motions most likely made by nuclear explosions from the constant stream of background noise and transmit the information almost instantaneously to a human analyst for final determination on the cause of the disturbance.

"The goal is to get to the point that the systems send you what you want to see, not every single seismic event," Herrin says. "The global monitoring system would have to maintain a huge staff to analyze all the unsorted data coming in from the stations, and the time and expense would be prohibitive. An automated, intelligent system is the answer."

The multinational Group of Scientific Experts is refining the technology and procedures that will make possible accurate monitoring of worldwide seismic activity. The GSE is the branch of the U.N. Council on Disarmament responsible for developing technology to detect and verify seismic events such as nuclear explosions. It also provides seismic data to political agencies that enforce nuclear test-ban and verification treaties.

The monitoring system being developed by Herrin and SMU colleagues, if eventually adopted by the U.N., could make it much more difficult for nations to cheat on the provisions of a treaty to prohibit nuclear explosions. "People wanting to disguise their nuclear weapons experiments can attempt to conceal the acts by coupling the explosions with an earthquake, timing them to coincide with a mining operation's chemical explosions, or trying to prevent detection by exploding the devices in a large cavern in which air will absorb much of the explosive force," Herrin says.

"We can tell if a blast is nuclear, however, by the seismic signal it gives off," Herrin adds. "Because nuclear explosions spread outward from a single point like an expanding balloon, they make high frequency compressional waves similar to sound waves. Earthquakes occur when two walls of rock tear past each other like ripping fabric, emitting low-frequency shear waves along the tear. It's easy to differentiate between nuclear blasts and earthquakes at relatively large magnitudes. When the nuclear explosions are small, particularly below 10 kilotons, identifying them becomes more difficult. Cheating is more likely to occur with explosions below 10 kilotons, creating ground motion easier to hide within natural earthquakes and large industrial explosions."

Since 1987 Herrin and SMU have received about $14 million in contracts from the Advanced Research Projects Agency to develop and refine the prototype system and to help devise and install a joint SMU-German advanced seismic array in Bavaria. Herrin shared management responsibilities for the Bavarian project with professor Hans-Peter Harjes of Ruhr-Universitat Bochum in Germany.

The Bavarian array's function is comparable to seismic sonograms imaging the Earth, thus enabling analysts to distinguish between seismic activity relating to nuclear tests, chemical explosions, and earthquakes. Two similar arrays are operating in Norway. An array in Germany, which transmits data via satellite to Bochum, Norway, and Washington, D.C., enhances analysts' abilities to study seismic events originating in Europe and Asia.
Various faculty members from SMU's six schools published the following books in 1993-94.


Richard O. Mason, Management Information Sciences (with Rowe, Dickell, Mann, and Modell).


John W. Scoum Jr., Organizational Behavior and Business Policy, the 6th edition of Organizational Behavior in a French translation – Management Des Organisations, targeted for four-year college institutions in French-speaking countries.


John L. Ubelaker, Biological Sciences, Stedman’s A.S.P. Parasite Names, Williams & Wilkins, 1993.


Fred Wendorf and Angela Close, Anthropology, Egypt During the Last Interglacial: The Middle Paleolithic of Bir Tarfawi and Bir Sabara East, Plenum Press, 1993.


For several years, the media have featured numerous stories about giant corporations in the throes of traumatic change – downsizing, divestiture, dispersal, and other drastic-sounding measures intended to cut their costs or improve their profits.

Richard O. Mason believes that unless these companies make fundamental reassessments of their very structures, such measures are partial solutions at best. He explains why in Framebreak, a book whose thesis is summed up in its subtitle: “The Radical Redesign of American Business.”

The book is based on research by Mason, the Carr P. Collins Distinguished Professor of Management Information Sciences in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business, and fellow authors Ian I. Mitroff of the University of Southern California and Christine M. Pearson of the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.

“The things we’ve learned suggest that modern businesses must totally rethink their values, the way they’re organized, and the way they operate,” Mason says.

Mason, who joined SMU in 1985, often has shared his expertise with numerous companies and government agencies. He received his B.S. degree in business and technology from Oregon State University and his Ph.D. in business administration from the University of California-Berkeley. He previously has taught at the University of Arizona, USC, and UCLA.

Through their research and consultation, the authors “found several companies doing things that we believe are on the leading edge.” In Framebreak, they envision a 12-step program for a new business structure based on total quality management, ethics, social and environmental service, and the recognition of employees as whole human beings.

“Many established companies were built to the specifications of the multi-divisional, or M-form, organization, the authors state. This system establishes separate divisions for each major function of the organization (such as manufacturing, marketing, or research and development). It worked well during the early part of the century, when the M-form’s hallmarks – mass production, mass marketing, and mass distribution – were values with which a company could thrive and expand.

Today, the M-form organization is losing its effectiveness as product life cycles are shortened by rapid innovation and as computer manufacturing makes it possible to create increasingly specialized goods for targeted markets. On top of that, the M-form’s compartmentalized structure makes it difficult, if not impossible, to adapt to the cross-disciplinary relationships that are necessary to deal with the new realities of the marketplace.

Building a new organization should be a company-wide effort, and all of its critical functions must become part of everyone’s job. To this end, the authors have identified four major functions that “framebreak” organizations require.

One is a “knowledge and inquiry center” designed to gather all the intellectual assets of the organization. The next function is a “recovery center” for human resources. “When an organization goes through crises, its people become disoriented, unmotivated, burned out,” Mason says. A human resource recovery center should deal with these issues in such a way that employees stay healthy enough to contribute fully to the organization.

Next, “we think there’s a need for spiritual rebirth and a continual rethinking of how an organization contributes to the rest of the world,” Mason says. Framebreak proposes to make social service and spirituality central elements of a company’s structure and defines organizational spirituality as “a recognition that there is a connection between one’s everyday affairs or business and humanity’s problems.”

One company that has done this is CIBA-GEIGY, a multinational pharmaceutical concern. The company’s officers decided that their drugs should be available to those who need them, not just those who can afford them. Therefore, CIBA-GEIGY sells its products in Africa even though its profit margin on these sales is only 1 to 2 percent, an amount substantially below the usual return.

The last element, Mason says, is to build world-class manufacturing and service by identifying the company’s main areas of expertise and establishing relationships with other companies worldwide for tasks that could be done better elsewhere.

One major obstacle to decentralization is the vested interest in the old systems. Mason says – the sense that even if something doesn’t quite work, it’s still safer to do things the way they’ve always been done. In fact, Mason agrees with that caution up to a point because, he says, the next trap is to go too far too fast. “That’s what is happening in the former Soviet Union – they’ve uprooted everything, probably too quickly in some areas.”

The benefits also are clear. “Many organizations tend to reduce their overall costs because they can eliminate divisions, or levels of management, or handle more activity with less,” Mason says. “They also need to be innovative, almost by definition. These companies make mistakes, but they’re continually trying new ideas. And everyone is part of the process.”
For 30 years, as computer companies large and small have competed to make their products more powerful, and less expensive, discussions about microchip design and computer arithmetic nearly always include the name of David Matula.

The MU professor of computer science and engineering has made numerous contributions in areas such as floating-point arithmetic, numeric data representation, and the way computers multiply, divide, and take square roots with such alternative data representation. Matula’s achievements include six U.S. patents on arithmetic computer chip design and over 30 published articles on computer arithmetic. He credits his opportunities for hardware implementation to a willing corporate sponsor and a university that recognizes technological innovation as a companion to basic research.

“By having faculty members who fill specific research needs — research at the forefront of theories for specialized technologies — SMU actually is helping the community as well as itself,” Matula says.

Cyrix Corporation of Richardson, Texas, a prime example of the community benefiting from Matula’s basic research in arithmetic algorithms and mathematical function computation on computers. Cyrix was founded in 1988 by two former Texas Instruments employees hoping to carve a niche in the rapidly expanding field of advanced computer components.

The corporation asked Matula to consult an elite team charged with developing faster, more advanced computer arithmetic processing unit than was available in the mass market of business and office PCs. The development team integrated several of Matula’s basic arithmetic algorithms into the hardware chip. The Cyrix group also included Mathematics Professor Warren Ferguson, who skillfully transferred more complex function evaluations such as those for logarithm and trigonometric functions into hardware-encoded sequences of the newly designed basic arithmetic operations,” Matula says.

In a year and a half, the collaboration produced a chip that industry tests confirmed far outpaced the arithmetic performance of marketing giant Intel Corporation of Santa Clara, California. (Intel had produced the first industry-standard math co-processing unit in the early 1980s – protecting its complex innovation with a patent.) The resulting arithmetic chip was faster and more efficient than previously imagined for the vast, low-cost personal-computing market, effectively transforming the market.

For Matula, it had been an opportunity to test his theories regarding algorithms and computer mathematics. For Cyrix, it meant $25 million in revenue only one year after the introduction of the new FastMath processor — a figure that grew to $60 million the next year, which since has more than tripled.

His experiences with Cyrix have added to his own knowledge of computer systems and the way they crunch numbers. Matula says, as well as to the real-world knowledge of graduate students in his algorithm engineering and computer arithmetic classes. “The work (with Cyrix) provided a state-of-the-art implementation lab, because they asked me to develop new ideas that would be collaboratively advanced from paper designs to algorithms on silicon.”

More recently, Matula and SMU have encountered another side effect from his consulting experience — the potential benefits derived from intellectual property and patent laws.

“Through my work with Cyrix, I’ve had to learn a lot about patents,” Matula says. “The law says you can patent a process, like a chemistry, for example. You also can patent a procedure, but not a law of nature like Einstein’s theory of relativity, E= mc^2. But in the case of a mathematical algorithm, it’s very hard to get a patent. It is challenging to teach the patent examiner a new procedure for computing a result in contrast to a non-patentable formula such as quotient = dividend/divisor.” Matula also notes that his service to industry has provided him invaluable experience in his current role as a member of SMU’s Intellectual Property Committee. “I am committed to having this committee chart a path for a future significant source of University income through patent royalties,” he says.

Matula, who joined SMU’s School of Engineering and Applied Science in 1974 as then chair of the Computer Science and Operations Research Department, received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1959 from Washington University in St. Louis. He received his Ph.D. at the University of California-Berkeley in 1966 and returned to Washington University to teach computer science. He is a founding editor of Random Structures and Algorithms, and recently served on the editorial boards of Transactions on Computers for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the Journal on Computing of the Operations Research Society.
Forty million people, one-sixth of the U.S. population, are excluded from health care insurance. Another 40 million Americans are underinsured. For William F. May, the Cary M. Maguire University Professor of Ethics, the statistics not only reflect a flawed American health care system, but also present an ethical problem.

“When we exclude people from health care, they suffer a triple deprivation — the misery of illness, the desperation of little or no treatment, and the cruel proof that they do not really belong to the community,” May says. “We make them strangers in their own land.”

Last year, May served as a member of the Work Group on Ethical Foundations for the Clinton Task Force on National Health Care Reform. He has written widely on health care as an obligation of society to its citizens, calling it a “fundamental good.” Because health care is a fundamental good, he says, the American system must offer universal access, be fair and just, be of good quality, and be responsive to choice. “Healthy children, the people’s health, and therefore health care, are part of a nation’s covenant with its future.”

May, SMU’s first University-wide endowed chair, also focuses on the ethics of other fields such as business, the ministry, the law, and the academy. He has taught courses in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and all professional schools, except for the School of Engineering and Applied Science, where he has occasionally lectured.

“Corporate Ethics and Social Responsibility,” which May taught with other professors, discussed the role of ethics in business. When the course was first offered in 1987, May said, “People sometimes get so busy striving for their personal goals that they don’t think about their responsibility to the public. Yet their decisions as business leaders have huge impacts on our common life.” The important role of ethics in business, and the professional’s moral obligation to the community will be explored in May’s fourth book, tentatively titled The Bloodied Rulers: The Public Obligation of the Professional.

When May came to SMU from Georgetown University’s Kennedy Institute of Ethics in 1985, he had published The Physicians Covenant: Images of the Healer in Medical Ethics. Since then, he has written extensively on medical ethics and published another related book, The Patient’s Ordeal. Unlike other books that focus on the ethical quandaries faced by medical professionals, The Patient’s Ordeal focuses on problems confronting patients and their families. The Hastings Center Report, considered the leading journal in medical ethics, has reprinted an excerpt of this book from a chapter, “The Molested.” The journal also recognized May when it asked six leaders in biomedical ethics to choose an article that had the greatest personal impact on them; two chose an article that May had written.

May’s expertise has been utilized by SMU both in and out of the classroom. For instance, May was a visible force on campus when the football program received the death penalty in 1986. He opened an SMU town meeting to discuss possibilities for student athletics and the University’s moral obligations. At that time, May told a writer for D Magazine, “I have never seen a university go through as profound a soul-searching or a university so determined to write a new chapter in its history.”

May, an ordained Presbyterian minister and former chair of the Program in the Study of Religion at Indiana University, also has taught and written extensively on ethics in religion. His articles discuss clergy ethics, theological education, and theological perspectives on medicine and other professional areas. He also has served as president of the American Academy of Religion and is a Founding Fellow of the Hastings Center, where he has co-chaired its research group on death and dying.
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The anti-oxidant defenses work the same way in all air-breathing species, so it is reasonable to expect that a similar approach in mammals would have a similar result," Sohal says. "However, this genetic engineering procedure will only benefit the unborn. It cannot be performed on animals that are already alive, because it involves the addition of genes during the early embryonic period."

The long-term implications of the research include the possibility of producing livestock and pets that would live longer. The researchers rule out using their findings to increase longevity in humans because of ethical considerations and current limitations in genetic engineering.

Sohal has been a member of the SMU biology faculty since 1969 and also has been a senior guest scientist with the Institute of Physiological Chemistry at the University of Dusseldorf and a visiting professor in the Department of Pathology at Linkoping University.

Before joining the SMU faculty in 1986, Orr received a post-doctoral fellowship from the American Cancer Society and a National Research Service Award for a four-year study at Harvard University.
Sixty-five years after the historic stock market crash that set off the Great Depression, trade in securities such as stocks and bonds is healthier than ever in the United States. Fortunes are made and lost by investors every day, but overall the U.S. capital markets are believed to be the safest in the world, largely because of regulatory laws enacted during the Depression, says Marc I. Steinberg, Rupert and Lillian Radford Professor of Law at SMU.

For this reason, foreign companies are increasingly interested in offering their securities for sale in the United States, and other nations trying to establish capital markets seek guidance from American securities law experts such as Steinberg.

Steinberg, who joined SMU in 1989, has traveled worldwide in the past several years to share his expertise with lawyers, bankers, regulators, students, and scholars. He recently spoke to a group of international lawyers at the International Development Law Institute in Rome about international securities laws. Previous lectures took him to the University of Konstanz in Germany; the University of Sydney and University of Melbourne in Australia; Victoria University in New Zealand; Hong Kong Polytechnic University; and an international taxation institute in Taipei, Taiwan.

"Even countries that one would think would not have capital markets are interested in developing them," Steinberg says.

And with the growing emphasis on creating a true global economy, businesses are interested in raising capital both inside and outside the borders of their home countries.

"If you can interest individuals from one part of the world in providing capital to industries in another part of the world, you’re going to enable those companies as well as the affected countries and economies to grow," Steinberg says.

When this type of activity flourishes, it could contribute to a better quality of life in underdeveloped nations, he says.

The key, of course, is ensuring that the stocks and bonds being bought and sold have merit and the potential for fraud is minimized. U.S. securities laws are considered the most stringent in the world, but also the most fair, says Steinberg, who was a lawyer for the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) from 1978-81.

The SEC is an independent agency of the U.S. government that was created in 1934 to protect investors in securities. It requires disclosures of the structure of companies and registration of stocks and bonds that are publicly traded. The SEC hears complaints, initiates investigations, oversees brokerage firms, and has broad powers to penalize fraud.

"The degree of protection is significant, but critics might ask whether it is at its maximum," Steinberg says.

Some regulations today are less stringent than those of 10 to 20 years ago because the government wanted to make it easier for small businesses to raise capital. This philosophy has created some reduction in regulation that might decrease protection for investors.

And changing the regulations is a delicate balancing act, Steinberg says. "A reduction in regulation may make it more difficult to detect fraud. Easing the rules can make it easier for companies to raise capital, but sufficient protection must remain in place to maintain investors' confidence."

In addition to teaching in the areas of corporate and securities law at SMU, Steinberg is the author of nine books and textbooks and approximately 100 scholarly articles.

His books include Securities Regulation: Liabilities and Remedies, Corporate and Securities Malpractice, and Securities Practice: Federal and State Enforcement. He is editor-in-chief of The Securities Regulation Law Journal and a member of advisory boards to other journals such as The Journal of Corporation Law, The International Lawyer, and The Delaware Journal of Corporate Law. He also is an adviser to the Mead Data Central Lexis Federal Securities Law Library.
The Sahara Desert is the hottest and driest place on the planet, and yet archaeologist Fred Wendorf has returned to it like a homing pigeon for more than 30 years to seek 20th-century answers to ancient questions. Wendorf, Henderson-Morrison Professor of Prehistory in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, explores the lives and cultures of people living thousands of years ago in the Northeast Africa. At 70, he continues to toil and labor in the field, pursuing what he calls the “stones and bones” side of archaeology.


Wendorf began his career in 1950 while working on a Ph.D. at Harvard University, where he was asked to direct a salvage archaeology project along a pipeline in New Mexico and Arizona. (Salvage archaeologists rescue antiquities from areas that may be destroyed.) His work became the model for the national program for high-tech salvage archaeology. Later, he participated in the discovery and excavation of the “Midland Man” in Texas, generally regarded as the oldest human remains in the New World. In the mid-1950s, Wendorf directed the excavation of Fort Sill, which became SMU’s research facility near Taos, as well as Pot Creek, a site on the fort’s property. His association with Egypt began in 1962, when he was named director of theombred Prehistoric Expedition. Wendorf organized the expedition to salvage the artifacts from sites that would be destroyed after the building of the New Aswan Dam and the flooding of Lake Nasser in Egypt and the Sudan that year. The salvage operation turned into a long-term and fruitful effort to study what once had been considered an archaeological backwater. Today, he continues to serve as the director of the expedition, which is jointly sponsored by SMU, the Polish Academy of Sciences, and the Geological Survey of Egypt.

Wendorf and his research team are currently excavating stone-filled mounds in search of human burials at a 6,500-year-old site in the eastern Sahara to determine how complex societies began and developed in this arid region. He also is planning to submit a proposal to the Egyptian government to begin excavation and salvage operations in the Sinai, where the government plans to clear 150,000 acres of land for farming and residential uses.

Wendorf also is completing a book about a major find in 1992—the discovery of precursors to African agriculture in an 8,000-year-old settlement near Abu Simbel in southernmost Egypt. About 40 varieties of fruits, nuts, tubers, and seeds, including sorghum and millet, were recovered from houses and storage pits in one of the driest areas of the Sahara Desert.

The find is significant because of the variety of food gathered and stored at the settlement, Wendorf says. This type of activity is similar to that exhibited by other societies on the verge of making the transition from a hunter-gatherer to an agricultural society. Particularly important is the discovery of sorghum seeds. Although the seeds are morphologically wild, an examination of their lipids through infrared spectroscopic analysis revealed they resemble domesticated varieties.

“It may be that we have found the first steps toward domestication of African plants,” Wendorf says. Evidence at the site could refute the belief that agricultural methods were introduced to Africa from elsewhere and indicates that sorghum may have been domesticated 5,000 years earlier than originally believed, he adds. Before the discovery, the earliest evidence of domesticated sorghum in Africa was only 3,000 years old.

In addition to his field work, Wendorf’s scholarly achievements include the publication of more than 100 articles and 30 books. His latest book is Egypt During the Last Interglacial: The Middle Paleolithic of Bir Tarfawi and Bir Sabara East (Plenum Press, 1993), which he co-authored with Romauld Schild of the Polish Academy of Sciences and Angela Close, a former SMU anthropologist now at Ohio State University.

Wendorf considers the digs valuable for their contributions to archaeology and for the experiences he can bring back to the classroom to show students the practical applications of their course readings. “By being active researchers we stay on top of our profession.”
in a regional contest held in Fort Worth by the American Chemical Society. He won second place for his research project, which examines the many ways bacteria can become resistant to antibiotics. Probably the most important way is the production of enzymes that intercept and destroy the antibiotic before it can do its job. These enzymes, collectively known as b-lactamases, cleave the carbon-nitrogen bond in the b-lactam ring present in antibiotics such as penicillins, cephalosporins, monolactams, and carbapenems. Once the b-lactam ring is opened, the antibiotic is no longer effective. The strategy is to produce compounds that inactivate the enzymes. Such compounds are known as b-lactamase inhibitors.

Dr. Buynak conceived of incorporating an allene into a b-lactam to produce an enzyme inhibitor. They then synthesized this new class of inhibitors, which they call the 7-Vinylidene cepham. Kinetic evaluation of these compounds reveals that some are more potent than several commercial inhibitors. This research demands a mastery of synthetic organic chemistry, identification techniques, and knowledge of protein science and enzyme kinetics.

Steven D. Balley, Geological Sciences, is a teaching assistant and an associate researcher for SMU's Stable Isotope Laboratory. He has several publications to his credit. He provides the following account of his dissertation research:

"In the geological past, large, long-lived continental volcanic centers commonly generated cataclysmic eruptions (>10⁵ km³; 400x greater than the 1980 Mount St. Helens' eruption), that imply the existence of very large upper crustal magma chambers. The deposits from such large eruptions preserve the instantaneous characteristics of crustal magma chambers. However, small-scale, post-cataclysmic eruptions (<10³ km³) often record magmatic evolution over a short time period, and thus provide a means of understanding rates of magmatic evolution and supply. Do post-cataclysmic eruptions reflect the continued evolution of a single, large crustal magma chamber that is tapped by multiple vents, or new pulses of magma emplaced into separate, discrete chambers? A sequence of small-volume (25-50 km³) >100x Mount St. Helens, post-cataclysmic volcanic deposits that erupted 29 million years ago in the San Juan Mountains in southeastern Colorado contains strongly heterogeneous, quenched magma compositions that can have originated only from multiple, independent magma chambers. From these new data, emplacement, differentiation, and crystallization of magma bodies occur in the upper crust over rapid geologic timescales (1,000-10,000 years). These results have implications for volcanic hazard assessment in large, active volcanic centers such as Yellowstone National Park (United States), Taupo (New Zealand), and the Phlegraean Fields (Italy)."

Sarmila Basu, Economics, who joined the Ph.D program in 1992, primarily conducts research in macroeconomics and international economics. Under Assistant Professor Nathan S. Balke, she is working on a dissertation on the causes and nature of international business cycles. The Department of Economics recently awarded Basu the Summerfield G. Roberts Foundation Dissertation Fellowship to help support her research.

The first part of Basu's dissertation investigates the role of home production in explaining cyclical fluctuations of aggregate consumption, national income, and trade balances in the member countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) According to Basu, "The part played by non-market household production was largely ignored in the standard business cycle models. The term household production refers to work we do at home, like child care, mowing the lawn, etc. Though for the most part these are not included in the accounting of Gross National Product (GNP), they are by no means unimportant. According to the Michigan Time Use Survey, average married couples in the...
United States spend 33 percent of their discretionary time working for wages in the market sector and 28 percent on non-wage household production." Basu plans to examine how household production affects the business cycle fluctuations.

In the second part, Basu is studying the role of non-traded goods in explaining business cycles in an open economy: "Traditionally the construction industry, utilities, etc., are considered to be part of the non-traded sector. The cyclical fluctuations affect traded and non-traded goods sectors differently. Also for traded goods, cyclical fluctuations get propagated from one country to another very quickly. When actual cyclical fluctuations in OECDE countries are studied, economists have found cross-country correlation of consumption is low and that of output is high. The existing models fail to capture this behavior of output and consumption." Basu wants to discover whether including non-traded goods explicitly helps to solve this problem.

Yuanlong Chen, Computer Science and Engineering, who in 1993 earned his Ph.D. under the direction of Associate Professor Murat M. Tanik, a post-doctoral fellow at SMU. His research interests include software metrics, software reuse, user interface, and software engineering. In a dissertation titled "A Quantitative Software Reuse Framework," Chen used an axiomatic approach to study the nature of software entities. Based on this axiomatic framework, he extended the study to the issues in quantitative reuse. He published his results in focus of IEEE conferences and other journals. Guided by his theoretical results, Dr. Chen proposed a software reuse model, CASOR, which stands for Case-driven Software Reuse. The model utilizes the concepts from the traditional "programming by example" in artificial intelligence and "component-based reuse" and component composition from software engineering. It is expected that his results will be used for practice for the development of cost-effective and reliable software. Chen has authored seven technical papers and three proposals. One of the proposals, "A Test Data Driven Reuse Approach for Software Development," has been accepted by the U.S. Army to explore the automatic reuse of components by utilizing test data.

Jan-Sorman Hansen, Psychology, received her B.A. in psychology from SMU in 1989. She joined Personnel Decisions Inc., where she applied her knowledge of psychology to the business world. In 1992 she returned to SMU to pursue a Ph.D. in experimental social psychology. Her research involves nonverbal correlates of leadership emergence in small groups. Hansen reported on some of her collaborative work on nonverbal behavior at the 1994 meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association in Chicago and at the Texas Conference on Social Psychology in El Paso. A report of this work, co-authored with Associate Professor Diane Berry and graduate student Jo Meier and Julie Pester of the Psychology Department, will appear in an upcoming issue of the Journal of Nonverbal Behavior.

Rose Jones, Anthropology, went to St. Lucia, a small island in the eastern Caribbean, in 1989 to conduct research on gender and sexuality for her doctorate. She recounts part of her experience:

"As I settled into the rhythm of island life, I came like all members of St. Lucia society to have an ascribed and socially sanctioned identity. In the village where I lived, I became known as 'un ti madame' or 'the little woman.' Although I was told that I was 'little woman' because my 'breasts so small,' 'little woman' was actually a euphemism for expressing my perceived social and reproductive status. Because I did not have any biological children, a deviant role for women, but because I was legally married, an indicator of high status, the ambiguous title of 'little woman' was bestowed upon me.

"Following this lead, I discovered that St. Lucians routinely categorize individuals by collectively assessing their perceived social, economic, sexual, and reproductive roles. They delegate men and women to such categories because of their understanding of the ways in which gender roles and relations are intended to transpire. Heterosexual relations are predicated on prescriptions of gender interdependency. Men and women generate and secure economic resources through each other by forming and sustaining sexual and reproductive alliances. The research that I conducted illustrates how critical it is that researchers establish a culturally relativistic understanding of sex and sexuality, one within the context of the gender system."

"Having recently completed my Ph.D., I plan to use the data and insights I gained in St. Lucia to promote a scholarship that is not only cognizant of women, but also sensitive to cultural diversity. Such an approach will positively alter research on a wide array of sexual issues, including HIV/AIDS."

Kiranjit Kaur, Biological Sciences, entered the Ph.D. program in 1987 after earning a B.A. degree in biology from Blackburn College and an M.S. degree in biochemistry from the University of Kentucky. She was an author on eight articles published in a variety of journals. Kaur, who earned her Ph.D. in May 1994, is continuing her research on cellular signaling in the unicellular algae, Chlamydamonas, as a post-doctoral fellow at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical School.

SMU offers Master's and Ph.D. degrees in anthropology with specialties in archaeology, ethnology, and medical anthropology. In the laboratory, Professor of Anthropology Ron Wetherington points out aspects of evolutionary theories.
Kaur’s dissertation examined the mechanisms by which the pathogenic protozoan, *Trypanosoma brucei,* regulates its complex life cycle. She tested the hypothesis that calcium signals were utilized by *T. brucei* to coordinate life cycle events by demonstrating that trypanosomes contain proteins that are capable of changing their activity in response to calcium. Calmodulin is a calcium-binding protein that regulates a wide range of cellular activities in mammalian cells. Kaur used a combination of anion exchange and affinity chromatography to purify a subset of calmodulin-binding proteins (CaMBPs) from *T. brucei*. Monoclonal antibodies were raised against the complement of CaMBPs, and a hybridoma was obtained that recognized a 53 kDa CaMBP. Immunoblots were used to verify that the 53 kDa protein interacted with calmodulin in a calcium-sensitive manner. The antibodies were used to screen a cDNA library of *T. brucei,* and a cDNA was obtained that encoded a protein with 81 percent identity to elongation factor-1 alpha (EF-1 alpha). Chemically derivatized calmodulin was used to demonstrate that EF-1 alpha from the mammalian host also bound to calmodulin. Kaur’s research has broad impact because she is the first person to prepare monoclonal antibodies against EF-1 alpha, and this reagent is proving useful to a number of laboratories. Kaur also is the first researcher to demonstrate a direct interaction between calmodulin and components of the protein synthesis machinery.

Melanie McGarrah, English, plans to enter a Ph.D. program in English when she completes requirements for the M.A. An honors graduate of Baylor University with a major in foreign service, McGarrah worked as a legal assistant and office manager for a Dallas attorney before deciding to pursue a career in teaching English at the college level. SMU’s Master’s program in English provides students such as McGarrah an opportunity to enhance their academic preparation and credentials for admission to a nationally recognized Ph.D. program. McGarrah has served as editorial assistant to Associate Professor Bonnie Wheeler, editor of *The Journal of Arthurian Interpretation.* As a Teaching Fellow, McGarrah will teach one section of composition each semester, as well as add to the interpretation of Arthurian materials in her Master’s thesis.

James McMillin, History, a second-year graduate student under the direction of Professor David Weber, is researching the late 19th- and early 20th-century Borderlands and Mexico. His thesis explores the changing relationship of American Methodist missionaries and the people of Mexico. Specifically, he examines the missionaries’ views of the Mexican people. For the period 1830-1860, McMillin has determined that the missionaries held the same ethnocentric notions as the majority of white Americans—that the Mexican people were a “deficient” race, with their culture offering proof of their inherent deficiency. By the 1880s, however, documents such as the annual conference reports of Methodist missionaries, autobiographies, and personal correspondence suggest that this view had changed. The missionaries eventually regarded Mexicans as worthy of proselytizing, and itinerant networks of Methodist societies and churches were established. Upon his graduation, McMillin began work in the doctoral program at Duke University. Studying under the direction of Peter Wood, a renowned American historian, McMillin plans to explore the Mexican view of the missionaries for his dissertation.

James W. Miller, Statistical Science, is a Ph.D. student and recipient of the 1993 George Pólya Award for a paper he co-authored, “A Random Ladder Game: Permutations, Eigenvalues, and Convergence of Markov Chains,” that was published in *College Mathematics Journal.* Miller’s abstract for his dissertation on the topic “Forecasting with Fractionally Differentiated Time Series Models” summarizes his current research: “Long-memory time series models are statistical models for data measured over time, in which the correlation between variables separated by large time intervals remains non-negligible for very large lags. These models have applications in many areas of the natural sciences and economics. One of the most significant of these models is based on fractional differencing. We examine five procedures for forecasting based on the fractional models that have been proposed in recent literature. We compare and contrast these procedures with respect to their asymptotic behavior and the mean squared errors. We place special emphasis on best linear predictors, deriving the forecast function explicitly in this case, making it possible to compute forecasts without using computationally intensive recursive procedures. Finally, we show how these procedures can be extended to forecast non-stationary fractional processes and more general processes, that model both long- and short-memory effects simultaneously.”

Augustyn Grycinski, Computer Science and Engineering, received a Ph.D. degree in Mathematics from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poland in 1979. He also taught and conducted research at the university’s Institute of Mathematics. In 1986 he received the Banach Award from the Polish Academy of Sciences for his work in functional analysis. In 1989 he entered SMU’s Ph.D. program in Operations Research. Since 1991 he has worked under the supervision of Assistant Professor Yanjun Zhang on parallel computation and optimization problems. He defended his dissertation on “Implementation and Analysis of Parallel Backtrack Search” in May 1994 and graduated in August. Last summer he continued his work on parallel computation using CM-5 and Gray T3D machines.

Don T. Smith, Religious Studies, is researching the religious thought of 17th-century philo-
n other John Locke. Locke’s contributions to the development of modern philosophy has long been recognized. His religious writings, however, have received relatively little attention, and the basic patterns of his religious and educational views remain largely unexplored.

Smith’s research is centered on Locke’s The Reasonableness of Christianity and on the controversy that it engendered. His work is supported by SMU’s special collections of 7th- and 18th-century English publications that provide the materials necessary to trace the background of Locke’s work and the impact he had on British religious culture. Smith’s research will contribute significantly to a new assessment of Locke’s importance as one of the key figures who set Protestant thought in the course that it would follow for the rest of the modern era. Smith’s adviser is Professor of Theology William S. Babcock.

Tracy Gons Standley, Communication Arts, graduated with her Master’s degree in August. She conducted research on an audience’s perceived effects of the media as part of her thesis for her M.A. degree in television/radio under her adviser, Al Barran. She compared the difference between how an audience perceives the effects of television on other people and on itself. Generally, previous research has found that members of an audience believe that people are greatly affected by television, but they are not. Standley questioned why an audience believes this and attempted to find a theoretical base for this phenomenon.

She is attending the University of Alabama on a research assistantship to work on her doctorate in mass communications.

Michael Thomas, Art History, earned an M.A. degree with an emphasis in Etruscan art and a concentration in MesoAmerican art and archeology. He earned a B.A. degree at Duke University. Thomas has begun work on a Ph.D. at the University of Texas at Austin studying the iconography of sexuality in Roman art while pursuing his interest in MesoAmerican iconography. At SMU Thomas worked as an assistant curator for an exhibition of John Michel Baskat’s works at the Dallas Museum of Art, for which he wrote the brochure. He also spent two summers excavating with Professor Gregory Warden in Tuscany and participated in the Maya Glyph Seminars at the University of Texas. His M.A. thesis, “Sexuality and Generation in the Tomb of the Bulls: Rites of Passage in Archaic Tomb Painting,” examines the problematic “erotic” scene in the Etruscan Tomb of the Bulls at Tarquinia. It categorizes iconographic scenes of sexuality in Etruscan art, considering the influence of Greek art, especially painted vases. It explains some scenes of sexuality in Etruscan tomb painting as representative of the roles that are inherent within sexual acts, particularly the roles of the dominant and the submissive; and it proposes that the “erotic” scene in the Tomb of the Bulls represents, at least thematically, a Dionysian ritual that metaphorically represents the passage into the afterlife and the regeneration of the deceased.

Igor Volobouev, Physics, a second-year graduate student, studies properties of the heavy lepton tau using the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Positron Storage Ring. Tau is one of the fundamental particles of matter that is very heavy, has a short lifetime, and decays into many different objects. The properties of tau and its decay rates are predicted by present-day theory with a very high precision, and an observation of any deviation from the expectations would indicate existence of a new physics process that has been unsuspected until now. Volobouev searched for such unexpected decays of the tau lepton into three charged particles among the high statistics data collected by CLEO. The search confirmed that if new types of forces and elementary interactions exist, they must occur only at very high energies not accessible at present-day accelerators. The results of Volobouev’s study were presented at the 1994 meeting of the American Physical Society in Washington, D.C., and have been submitted for publication in Physical Review Letters.

Ana Witt, Mathematics, completed her Ph.D. in May 1994 and joined Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, Tennessee) as an assistant professor of mathematics. Her research focused on the topic that phenomena in science and engineering that evolve in time are modeled by differential equations. Numerical methods are used to study the models when the equations are too complicated to analyze. There are powerful, general-purpose codes available for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. They simulate the continuous time evolution of a model by producing approximate solutions at discrete times.

As they advance from an approximation at one instant to the next, they estimate the error of the step to gain some confidence in the numerical solution. With an estimate of the error, it is possible to control the error by adapting appropriately the same step. In addition to improving the reliability of the simulation, this often reduces the cost substantially. One part of the research of Witt and her adviser, Professor Lawrence F. Shampine, provides a deeper understanding about why controlling the error makes popular codes respond in a satisfactory way when presented problems for which they are not intended. Another justifies a scheme for adapting the time step used by physical scientists and provides the understanding needed for its effective use.
The following SMU faculty members were recognized for their teaching, scholarship, or research during 1993-94.

Alan Albarran, Communication Arts, was elected president of the Texas Association of Broadcast Educators and chair of the Mass Communication Division of the Southern States Communication Association.

Jouette McCurdy Basler, Theology, was named editor-elect of The Journal of Biblical Literature at the annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature in November 1993 and assumed duties as editor in January 1995.

Randolph P. Beatty, Accounting, was cited by Business Week magazine as being recognized by M.B.A. students as one of the 12 best teachers in business education nationwide.

Patricia Davis, Theology, received the Sam Taylor Fellowship and Perkins Scholarly Outreach Award for work on the spirituality of adolescent girls.

Timothy Davis, Law, received the 1994 Golden Mustang Award, which recognizes outstanding faculty members involved in curriculum for instructional development.

Maurice Elton, French, was promoted to the rank of Officer, the Second Level of the Order of La Legion Violette, France’s most prestigious award for service to French education.

Danna Nolan Fewell, Theology, received the Junior Scholar Research Award from the Southwest Commission on Religious Studies in 1993 and the Lilly Endowment Faculty Outreach Award at SMU in 1992.

David Freidel, Anthropology; Louis Jacobs, Geological Sciences; and Alan Bromberg, Law, were honored for their outstanding research, publications, and teaching at the 1994 Authors’ Award Luncheon in April. The awards are sponsored by the Godfrey Lecture Series (formerly University Lecture Series) of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences. Freidel, who conducts archaeological excavations at Mayan sites in the Yucatan, Mexico, is co-author with Linda Schle and Joy Parker of Maya Cosmos: Three Thousand Years on the Shaman’s Path. William Morrow and Co., Inc., 1993. In this book, they examine the cosmological roots of Mayan culture. Jacobs is the author of Quest for the African Dinosaurs: Ancient Roots of the Modern World, Villard Books, 1993, in which he chronicles his field work in the Republic of Malawi. Jacobs also is director of SMU’s Shuler Museum of Paleontology. Bromberg has written extensively about partnership law, including the most recent books, volumes III and IV of Bromberg and Ribstein on Partnership Law, Little, Brown, and Co., 1994. These volumes are the first comprehensive exploration of the law of limited partnerships.

Victor Paul Furnish, Theology, received the 1993-94 University Scholar/Teacher of the Year Award from the Division of Higher Education of the United Methodist Church, and the 1994 Alumni Award for Faculty Excellence.

Richard F. Gunst, Statistics, received the 1994 American Statistical Association Award for the Most Outstanding Statistical Application. The same article received the Wilcoxon Award from Technometrics.

Narayan Hosmane, Chemistry, is the recipient of the 1994 Mother India International Award, given by the NRI Institute of India to honor Indian achievers.

Robert Van Kemper, Anthropology, was named editor of the journal Human Organization.

Joseph L. Lago, Mechanical Engineering, received the 1994 Outstanding Research Award from Sigma Xi – The Scientific Research Society for his contributions to the field of transport phenomena in porous media.

David T. Lai, Organizational Behavior and Business Policy, has received the Strategic Management Prize from The Long Range Planning Journal for his article, “Offensive and Defensives Use of Alliances,” as the best article published during 1993.

David McCall, Communication Arts, was named the 1994 Distinguished Teacher by Meadows School of the Arts and the nation’s Outstanding Journalism Professor by the Society of Professional Journalists.

Montie Montgomery, Mathematics, was named the 1994 Distinguished Teacher by the Texas Section of the Mathematical Association of America.

Jack Myers, English, won the Natalie Ornish Prize Award, in Memory of Wayne Gard, for his book, Blindside.

Simone Sargent, Music, received the 1994-95 ASCA Award, given by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers. He also won first prize in the 1993 NATS Song Competition for his composition of Waves of the Sea, a cycle of six songs set to works of Irish poets.

Willard Spiegelman, English, received a 1994 fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. Of the 147 fellowships awarded throughout the nation this year, Spiegelman is one of only four grant recipients in Texas.

Marshall Terry, English, received the 1994 Faculty Award for Outstanding Service to Alumni from the SMU Alumni Association.


Fred Wendt, Anthropology, received the 1993 SMU Alumni Association’s Award for Faculty Excellence.
During 1993-94, sponsors awarded $7,206,420 to SMU or direct and indirect costs of research and sponsored projects conducted by 3 faculty and staff members. The dollar value of awards decreased slightly from the 7,308.8 received in 1992-93, and the number of awards processed decreased from 136 to 107. Awards include grants, contracts, and extensions and modifications of existing grants and contracts.

Sources of the $7,206,420 were agencies of the federal government, 70 awards, $5,102,153 to corporations, 12 awards, $376,223 from sponsored projects conducted by the Engineering, $3,881,779 in 53 awards; Division of Natural Sciences was first in 16 awards; and SEM, $6,214,875. The School of Engineering and Applied Science received 1,788.13 in 29 awards during 1993-94, compared with $954,681 in 1992-93. The Law School received 113,888; Meadows School of Fine Arts, $9,000, and Cox School of Business, 31,741 received one award each. There were few other awards totaling $160,366.

Following is a list of principal investigators or project directors who received aggregate awards of $50,000 or more.

**William Raham**, Theology, The Pew Evangelical Scholarship Program, $100,000, Pew Memorial Trust.


**David Blayden**, Geological Sciences, Thermal Regime of sedimentary Basins, $10,000, Mobile Foundation Inc.; Geothermal Resource Evaluation Based on Heat Flow and Thermal Conductivity Data for the United States, $50,000, EG&G Idaho Inc.


**Jerome Butler**, Electrical Engineering, PILOT VI, $29,999, Millimeter Software Development, Part Two, $30,000.

**John Buyuk**, Chemistry, Rearrangements of Functionalized Organosilanes (year 3), $50,500, Welch Foundation; Allenes of Synthetic and Biochemical Importance, $80,480, National Institutes of Health.

**Zeynep Selik Butler**, Electrical Engineering, Low-frequency Noise Measurements as a Characterization and Testing Tool in Solid-State Devices (year 2 of 2), $100,965, National Science Foundation.


**Thomas Edwards**, Teacher Preparation, Upward Bound (year 3 of 3), $259,704, Department of Education.

**Margaret Eich**, Computer Science and Engineering, In Memory Database Recovery Issues: REU Supplement, $8,000, National Science Foundation; In Memory Database Recovery Issues (year 2), $64,999, National Science Foundation.

**Paraskevas Evripidou**, Computer Science and Engineering, Research Initiation Award: Massively Parallel Processing Based on the Decoupled Synchronization Computation Model of Execution, $96,328, National Science Foundation.

**David Freidel**, Anthropology, Yaxuna Research Project, $92,267, Selz Foundation.

**John Goode**, Geological Sciences, Comparative Petrologic, Structural, and Geochronometric Investigation of High-grade Metamorphic Rocks in the Transantarctic Mountains (year 1 of 3), $91,981, National Science Foundation; Conference Support for 1994 International LIRA Workshop; Ross Oregon — Crustal Structure and Plate Tectonic Significance, $17,396, National Science Foundation.


**Herbert Haas, ISEM**, Core Support for Archaeometric Service of a Radiocarbon Dating Facility (year 3), $87,302, National Science Foundation.


**Eugene Herrin**, Geological Sciences, The Role of Near-source Phenomenology on Regional Seismic Observations (year 2), $59,339, Air Force; Pakistan Incremental Array, $400,000; Project X: Research In Mini-array Technology, $200,000, Advanced Research Projects Agency; Seismic Studies: Cost Growth, $18,865, Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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